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UNDERSTANDING ADJUSTABLE DOWN SPEED 
 
 
Most Southworth lifts and tilters are single acting, hydraulic systems.  That is, they are 
powered up (motor running) and gravity down (motor not running).  The speed up is a function 
of the size of the pump where a specific volume of oil is pumped into the cylinders.  The speed 
down is controlled by how fast the oil is allowed to leave the cylinder and return to the 
reservoir.  This down speed-controlled flow is done with a valve called a flow control. 
 
Most manufacturers use a fixed flow control.  It is inexpensive and it works.  Southworth uses 
a premium adjustable flow control. 
 
This unique Southworth feature is found on almost all Southworth lifts  and tilters. The speed 
adjustment valve is a pressure compensated flow control valve. The pressure compensation 
feature assures that the lift descends at about the same speed whether the load on the 
platform  is a few hundred pounds, or at its  full rated capacity.  The pressure compensated 
flow control “compensates” for variable pressure to try to hold a constant flow. 
 
On most lifts, the adjustable down speed valve is hard-plumbed into the base of the cylinder;  
no flexible hosing between the cylinder and the valve.  This is a requirement of ANSI Standard 
MH29.1 which defines safety requirements for industrial scissors lifts. As a result, in the 
unlikely event of a hose parting by an externally caused accident, the lift cannot descend 
faster than the  down speed at which it was set.  
 
The down speed can be  set by the customer to suit his application and is easily re-adjustable 
if the application  should change. 

 
Some other brands do not have pressure compensation, and as a result, the speed varies 
greatly from loaded to empty.  No one else offers the adjustment feature, as standard, and no 
one universally hard-plumbs the pressure compensated flow control valve direct to the 
cylinders.  Southworth engineers their lifts for the greatest benefit of the user emphasizing 
safety, versatility and adaptability to application. 

 
The few machines which do not have adjustable down speed are the E-Z Reach Container 
Tilters, the Roll-On Level Loaders (RollC), the model LS05-30 and any double acting machine 
such as a 90 degree upender. 


